DELTA LOGIC ACCONnect S7-PLC for SAP Cloud Platform IoT connects your Siemens PLC to the SAP Cloud Platform IoT. The Siemens PLC families S7-300, S7-400, S7-1200 and S7-1500 are supported.

Easy handling

The IoT Edge Gateway is conveniently configured via a configurator program. This makes it easy to create devices and the variables can be conveniently configured by browsing.

The configurator program accesses the gateway via the Internet. This allows remote maintenance of the gateway.

Ready for Siemens TIA Portal including optimized data blocks

DELTA LOGIC ACCONnect S7-PLC for SAP Cloud Platform IoT supports the project formats *.ap13 to *.ap15 of the Siemens TIA Portal. The online symbol transfer of PLCs of families S7-1200 and S7-1500 is possible. You have access to symbols directly from the PLC, which was configured with TIA Portal V15. DELTA LOGIC ACCONnect S7-PLC for SAP Cloud Platform IoT allows you to access optimized data blocks of S7-1200 and S7-1500 PLCs.

www.deltalogic.de